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Abstract. SIFT flow is a method to align an image to its neighbors in
a large image collection consisting of a variety of scenes. Originally pro-
posed for cross-scene alignment, it has good potential for robust dense
matching between images of a scene taken under large viewing condi-
tion changes. However, this potential has not been fully exploited due
to dense SIFT in SIFT flow is extracted under single pre-defined scale.
In this paper, we explore this potential and propose new algorithms to
select proper scales while applying SIFT flow for dense image matching.
By studying the behavior of SIFT flow under scale changes, we propose
two new concepts, namely, the optimal relative scale factor (ORSF) and
the optimal matching scale (OMS) using gradient-enhanced normalized
mutual information. ORSF and OMS define the most proper scales dur-
ing SIFT flow matching. Suboptimal and optimal methods for estimating
ORSF and OMS are proposed. It is shown that by applying ORSF and
OMS, the accuracy of SIFT flow for dense image matching is greatly
improved on images with significant scale changes.
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1 Introduction

Image correspondence matching is a crucial problem with wide applications in
computer vision. Finding correct correspondence points is important in com-
puter vision tasks such as object recognition, image retrieval, robot navigation,
3D reconstruction etc. Generally, there are two approaches for finding corre-
spondences. Firstly, the interest point approach, such as SIFT [1] etc, detects
local feature points and represents them using robust feature descriptors which
are invariant to certain image transformations. This kind of techniques is able
to find correspondences under large viewing condition changes but only sparse
correspondences can be obtained. Often many outliers occur due to the lack of
spatial constraint. Secondly, the dense sampling approach, such as optical flow
techniques [2], aims to find dense correspondences on densely sampled grid on
images. Traditionally, only simple local image information such as pixel intensity
or local patch intensity is used in this approach. Such information can be very
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sensitive to viewing condition changes which makes this kind of techniques un-
able to handle large image deformations. Neither of the above two approaches is
able to deal with dense correspondence matching under large image deformation
caused by viewpoint changes, lighting condition changes and occlusions.

SIFT flow, proposed by Liu et al [3], is a hybrid approach in which SIFT
feature descriptors are extracted on densely sampled grid. Global optimization
method, which is often used in optical flow techniques, is applied to find dense
correspondences. The use of robust feature descriptor in a densely sampling way,
together with global optimization, brings SIFT flow the potential ability of find-
ing dense correspondences under large viewing condition changes. However, this
potential has not been fully exploited because SIFT flow was originally pro-
posed for cross-scene alignment in large database, which aims to match similar
structures in different scenes of the same category. The large database used by
SIFT flow in [3] guarantees that the scale changes between a query image an
its neighbors would be small thus a single pre-selected scale would be sufficient
in most cases. However, in correspondence matching, we usually do not have
such a large database and proper scale selection is necessary. In another aspect,
the key difference between cross-scene alignment and correspondence matching
on images of the same scene is that in the former problem, pixel-level accuracy
matching is not defined and thus is not required. So in cross-scene alignment,
SIFT flow can obtain reasonable alignment without carefully selecting the scale
of SIFT. A pre-selected scale is used for extracting dense SIFT. While in the
latter problem, correspondences are well defined. To obtain accurate matching,
the scale of SIFT descriptor needs to be carefully selected in the two images
especially when there is significant scale change between them. Even in cross-
scene alignment, blindly selecting a single scale does not generate reasonable
alignment when scale change is big.

However, choosing the proper scale for dense SIFT features in SIFT flow is
not a well-defined or well-understood task. In sparse SIFT, scale is selected by
finding the local extrema in the Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) function computed
over scales [1]. The repeatability of SIFT features computed in such way is largely
guaranteed in spite of viewing condition changes. While in the SIFT flow case,
most of points on the densely sampled grid do not lie on extrema of LOG and
scale cannot be selected for them. This poses great difficulty in selecting the
proper scales for feature extraction in SIFT flow.

In this paper, we propose new algorithms for selecting the proper scales
while applying SIFT flow for dense image matching of images taken with differ-
ent viewing conditions in a scene , especially with large scale change. We firstly
explore the behavior of SIFT flow under different selected scales. Then based
on the observation, we propose two new concepts, namely, the optimal relative
scale factor (ORSF) and the optimal matching scale (OMS). ORSF and OMS
define the most proper scales during SIFT flow matching. Optimal and subop-
timal methods for estimating ORSF and OMS are proposed. It is shown that
by applying ORSF and OMS, the performance of SIFT flow for dense image
matching is greatly improved on matching images with significant scale changes.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews recent related
works. Section 3 analyzes the behavior of SIFT flow under scale changes and
proposes ORSF and OMS for proper scale selection. Section 4 proposes two
new algorithms for scale selection during SIFT flow matching. Section 5 shows
experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses about future
working directions.

2 Related Works

There are several recent works closely related to the proposed method in this
paper. Hassner et al [4] studies the scale problem in SIFT flow and proposes an
alternative feature descriptor, the scale-less SIFT (SLS), which does not change
with scale,by computing the linear subspace of SIFTs under a range of scales.
SLS seems to be effective in handling scale changes. However, it is very time-
consuming to compute the linear subspace for all the pixels on the densely sam-
pled grid. Tuytelaars [5] obtains dense feature points with scale by searching for
the locally maximal value of LOG function within a bounded searching area.
It is shown that repeatability of features is improved. But it is unclear if large
scale change can be handled by the method. Xu et al [6] solves the scale change
problem in optical flow by adding scale as an additional optimization variable in
the objective function. This method has the potential of being adapted to SIFT
flow, but only when the behavior of SIFT flow under scale changes is better un-
derstood. The generalized patch match algorithm [7] handles scale change during
matching by randomly searching over scales. But due to the lack of spatial con-
straint, the method generates large numbers of matching outliers, which limits
its usage in dense image matching. To our knowledge, so far in the literature,
there is no work directly handles the scale selection problem in image matching
using SIFT flow.

3 Optimal Scales for SIFT Flow Matching

3.1 SIFT Flow and Scale Changes

Fig. 1. The example image pair (the two men pair) (images are taken from [4]). Left:
image 1; Middle: image 2; Right: original SIFT flow matching result (image 2 is wrapped
to image 1 using the estimated SIFT flow).
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Fig. 2. SIFT flow matching results under different selected scales.

Fig. 3. Matching result under optimal scales (σ0 = 0.6, l0 = 4.0).

Consider using SIFT flow to match two images of a scene which are of signifi-
cant scale change, as the example in Fig.1(left) and Fig.1(middle). Original SIFT
flow with default window size of dense SIFT cannot give reasonable matching
result for this example due to the large scale change (Fig.1(right)). However,
with proper scale selection, SIFT flow may be able to handle this scale change.
To explore this potential of SIFT flow, let l1 and l2 be the scales on which dense
SIFT features are extracted from the two images respectively (i.e. the actual
descriptor window size is 12l1 and 12l2). Let l = l1, σ = l2

l1
. We call l the match-

ing scale (MS) and σ the relative scale factor (RSF). Fig.2 shows SIFT flow
matching results by wrapping image 2 to image 1 using SIFT flow estimated
under different selected scales (σ, l). It is shown that under some proper scales,
SIFT flow is able to give reasonable dense matching result. Now our questions
are: how to define the proper scales mathematically? How to find these proper
scales in an efficient way?

3.2 Defining Optimal Scales using Gradient-enhanced Mutual

Information

As it is shown in Fig.2, under some proper scales, SIFT flow gives visually reason-
able matching results. One way to measure the matching accuracy is computing
the mutual information [8] between image 1 and the wrapped image from image 2
to image 1. Matching on the proper scales should give higher mutual information
than on non-proper scales. However, as pointed out in [8] [9], mutual information
is not the optimal measure for matching thin structures. As a result, as we will
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show in Section 5, although matching under large scales generates larger mu-
tual information value, the matching is actually not as accurate as under small
scales at locations of high gradient magnitude. To deal with this problem, we
define proper scales for matching using gradient-enhanced mutual information
(GMI) [9], which is a combination of gradient information and mutual informa-
tion, to enhance accurate matching on thin structures. Gradient information in
GMI measures the alignment accuracy by comparing gradient magnitude and
direction.

Specifically, we define the optimal matching scale (OMS) l0 and the optimal
relative scale factor (ORSF) σ0 as follows:

(σ0, l0) = argmax
(σ,l)

GNMI(I1, I
′

2
(σ, l)) (1)

where I′
2
(σ, l) is the wrapped image from image 2 to image 1 using SIFT flow esti-

mated on scales (σ, l). GNMI(∗, ∗) is the gradient-enhanced normalized mutual
information [9] between two images. For simplicity, we write GNMI(I1, I

′

2
(σ, l))

as GNMI(σ, l) in the later discussions. In the above example, GNMI(σ, l) has a
maximum value GNMI(0.6, 4.0) in a range of possible scales (0.1 < σ < 1, 1.3 <

l < 14). By our definition, (σ0 = 0.6, l0 = 4.0) are the optimal scales for SIFT
flow matching between the two images in this example case (Fig.3).

Ideally, ORSF σ0 corresponds to the physical relative scale factor between
the two images. Suppose we have an object of size L in the real world. In the first
image, this object has size l1. In the second image, size l2. The physical relative
scale factor between the two images is σ0 = l2

l1
. In sparse SIFT matching, σ0

can be estimated by comparing the scales of matched SIFTs. However, when
viewing condition change is large, sparsely matched SIFTs may contain many
outliers, making the estimation of σ0 unreliable.

OMS l0 may not have such a clear physical meaning as ORSF σ0. Let us
try to explain it in this way. With too small l, fine scale dense SIFT features
cannot characterise the common visual content of the two images. A metaphor
of this phenomenon is one cannot compare the appearance of people by using
microscope looking into the pores on the faces. On the other aspect, with too big
l, although large scale dense SIFT features may still give reasonable matching
result, the matching accuracy decreases due to by using large descriptor window,
SIFTs can be of little changes in a large image region. This will cause blurring
effect on edges in the wrapped image as we will see in Fig.8 in Section 5. There-
fore, a proper matching scale is important for accurate matching and l0 is the
optimal value for it.

3.3 Observation on the GNMI surface

However, finding the optimal scales (σ0, l0) is not easy. If we haveM possible val-
ues for σ andN possible values for l, we need to evaluateM×N GNMI(σ, l) val-
ues to find the optimal scales. Fortunately, by examining the surface GNMI(σ, l)
(Fig.4), we have the following observation: On large matching scale l = l′ where
l′ > l0 , the curve GNMI(σ, l′) achieves maximum value on σ0′ which is not too
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far away from σ0. In more formal terms, the above observation can be expressed
as follows:

Observation 1 Let σ0′ = argmaxσ GNMI(σ, l′), where l′ > l0. We have
|σ0′ − σ0| < ǫ, where ǫ is a small number.

Observation 1 tells that we can obtain a sub-optimal RSF σ0′ by only evaluating
the GNMI(σ, l′) curve on a large matching scale l′ > l0. Note that although
Fig.4 is plotted based on the example in Fig.1, the above observation generally
holds for SIFT flow matching under scale changes. We have observed it from all
the image pairs used in our experiment. One possible explanation for Observation
1 is that on large scale, where big descriptor window is used, SIFT flow matching
accuracy is more sensitive to RSF, due to a non-proper RSF will cause very
different image content being represented in the descriptors of two images.

Fig. 4. GNMI surface: GNMI(σ, l)

4 The Scale Selection Algorithms

Based on the analysis in Section 3, we firstly propose the suboptimal scale selec-
tion algorithm for selecting the proper scale when SIFT flow is used for matching
two images of significant scale change (Algorithm 1). This algorithm reduces the
search space of proper scales from M×N to M+N . Suboptimal scales can be se-
lected by the algorithm, which gives high gradient-enhanced mutual information
between image 1 and the wrapped image from image 2 to image 1.

To find the optimal scales which gives maximum gradient-enhanced mutual
information, we propose the optimal scale selection algorithm (Algorithm 2).
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Input: two images to be matched
Output: selected suboptimal scales (σ0′ , l0′)

SIFT flow under the selected suboptimal scales
Initialization: l ← l′, where l′ is a large scale;
for σ ← σ1 to σ2 do

estimate SIFT flow using scales (σ, l′);
compute and record GNMI(σ, l′);

end

σ0′ ← argmaxσ GNMI(σ, l′);
for l← l1 to l2 do

estimate SIFT flow using scales (σ0′ , l);
compute and record GNMI(σ0′ , l);

end

l0′ ← argmaxl GNMI(σ0′ , l);
Algorithm 1: Suboptimal algorithm for scale selection in SIFT flow

Input: two images to be matched
Output: selected optimal scales (σ0, l0)

SIFT flow under the selected optimal scales
Initialization: l ← l′, where l′ is a large scale;

GNMImax←0;
σ0′ = σ1;

repeat

for σ ← σ1 −△σ to σ1 +△σ do

estimate SIFT flow using scales (σ, l′);
compute and record GNMI(σ, l′);

end

σ0′ ← argmaxσ GNMI(σ, l′);
if GNMI(σ0′ , l

′) > GNMImax then

GNMImax← GNMI(σ0′ , l
′); △σ ←△σ/2; σ0 = σ0′ ; σ1 = σ0′ ;

for l← l1 to l2 do

estimate SIFT flow using scales (σ0′ , l);
compute and record GNMI(σ0′ , l);

end

l0′ ← argmaxl GNMI(σ0′ , l);
if GNMI(σ0′ , l0′) > GNMImax then

GNMImax← GNMI(σ0′ , l0′); l0 ← l0′ ; l
′
← l0′ ;

end

end

until GNMImax does not change or GNMImax > Threshold;
Algorithm 2: Optimal algorithm for scale selection in SIFT flow
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This algorithm alternatively updates σ and l by searching for the maximum value
on GNMI(σ, l′) and GNMI(σ′, l) curves iteratively. Experiments in Section 5
show that the algorithm converges in a few iterations. The search space of proper
scales reduces from M × N to kM + 2N(1 − 1

2k
) , where k is the number of

iterations. Suboptimal scale selection algorithm corresponds to the k = 1 case.

5 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed methods on 8 image pairs (Fig.5). Each pair of im-
ages is taken from a scene under very different viewing conditions, including
large scale, lighting and viewpoint changes. We compare the dense matching
results of the original SIFT flow method (with default window size), the pro-
posed suboptimal algorithm and the proposed optimal algorithm. Our program
selects over relative scale factor between 0.1 to 1 and matching scale between
0.7 to 10.0. We choose initial matching scale to be 8.0 for both suboptimal and
optimal algorithms.

Fig.6 shows the suboptimal algorithm results of the first six pairs of images,
comparing with result of the original SIFT flow. For these six pairs, the op-
timal algorithm obtains the same results with the suboptimal algorithms with
longer computation time. It is shown that the suboptimal algorithm produces
significantly improved dense matching results compared to the original SIFT
flow method. Note that when large scale is selected, we cannot get the match-
ing on near image boundary regions. This is a limitation of selecting large scale
for matching. Fig.7 shows results of two pairs on which the optimal algorithm
outperforms the suboptimal algorithm. It can be seen that optimal algorithm
generates better matching on some detailed image regions. Table 1 shows es-
timated ORSF and OMS together with computation time (on computer with
Intel 3.2GHZ CPU). The computation speed can be improved by using parallel
computing on different relative scale factor and matching scale.

Fig. 8 shows the absolute difference image between the target image and
the wrapped image for a small region in Trevi fountain image pair. When large
matching scale l is used, we can see obvious blurring effects on the edges. This
illustrates the importance of selecting the proper matching scale. The use of
gradient-enhanced mutual information suppresses choosing too large scales and
improves the accuracy of matching on the edges, whereas using mutual informa-
tion alone cannot achieve this purpose.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

New algorithms for selecting the proper scales in the SIFT flow matching are pro-
posed in this paper. It is shown that the proposed methods significantly improves
the performance of the SIFT flow for dense matching of images under significant
scale changes. Future work will be focused on improving the efficiency by parallel
computing. Besides, the problem of local scale selection will be studied. Dense
3D reconstruction will be performed based on the matching result.
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Table 1. Estimated ORSF, OMS and computation time of the proposed suboptimal
and optimal algorithms

Image Pair suboptimal optimal image resolution time used time used
(σ0′ , l0′) (σ0, l0, k) (suboptimal) (optimal)

(seconds) (seconds)

two men (0.6, 4.0) (0.6, 4.0, 2) 400 × 265 441.9 494.7
Notre Dame (0.5, 5.3) (0.5, 5.3, 2) 550 × 412 1117.0 1243.7
Summer Place (0.7, 7.3) (0.7, 7.3, 2) 382 × 256 388.4 429.8
Trevi fountain (0.6, 9.7) (0.6, 9.7, 2) 600 × 427 1198.7 1296.6
Chinese garden (0.7, 9.0) (0.7, 9.0, 2) 640 × 265 1369.3 1489.0
New Swan castle (0.5, 10.0) (0.5, 10.0, 2) 500 × 350 815.0 887.0
Fullerton hotel (0.6, 10.0) (0.7, 10.0, 3) 500 × 334 782.0 1478.2
Louvre (0.6, 10.0) (0.7, 10.0, 3) 400 × 269 451.9 867.3
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Fig. 5. Testing image pairs used for the experiments. Left column: target image; Right
column: source image. Source image is expected to be warpped to target image accord-
ing to dense matching result. From top to bottom: the two men pair, the Notre Dame
pair, the Summer Place pair, the Trevi fountain pair, the New Swan castle pair, the
Chinese garden pair, the Fullerton hotel pair, the Louvre pair.
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Fig. 6. Results comparison of the original SIFT flow (shown in the left column) and the
proposed suboptimal algorithm (shown in the middle column). For visual comparison,
original target images are shown in the right column. From top to bottom: the two
men pair, the Notre Dame pair, the Summer Place pair, the Trevi fountain pair, the
New Swan castle pair, the Chinese garden pair. The optimal algorithm produces the
same results as the suboptimal algorithm on these pairs.
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Fig. 7. Results comparison of the original SIFT flow (shown in 1st column), the pro-
posed suboptimal algorithm (shown in 2nd column) and the proposed optimal algo-
rithm (shown in 3rd column). For visual comparison, original target images are shown
in 4th column. From top to bottom: the Fullerton hotel pair, the Louvre pair.

Fig. 8. Part of the absolute difference image between the target image and the wrapped
image for the Trevi fountain pair (left: l = 6.0; right: l = 10.0), showing edge blurring
effects when large matching scale (l = 10) is used.


